NO FEAR
AN EXCERPT FROM EMBRACING FEAR (HARPER SANFRANCISCO)

Thom Rutledge
If you could travel back in time . . . let's say you are given the opportunity to relive
your adult life, beginning at age 18 . . . you can only make one change . . . what would it be?

Fear will not
allow honesty,
fear despises
spontaneity &
fear refuses to
believe in you.

Fear is bold but
insists that you
be timid.

[But] fear cannot
occupy the space
in which you stand.

I was recently given this opportunity . . . well, not the starting over at 18 part . . . and I am
happy to return from my time travel mission reporting that I have discovered my answer to
that very important question. If I could go back, I know what I would change. And I plan to
change it, starting . . . now !
An invitation to speak at my undergraduate alma mater catapulted me 25 years back in time.
Arriving the night before I was scheduled to give a lecture, I decided to take an evening walk
across the college campus where I had spent four of the most important years of my life.
With the exception of two or three new buildings, everything seemed basically the same as
when I left. What alarmed me was the inescapable feeling that I was still basically the same
as when I left. I realized that I was still the same in one very specific . . . and not very flattering
... way: I was scared.
I'm not talking about being a little nervous about the speech I was there to deliver. I'm talking
about fear being a central . . . possibly even organizing . . . element of my very identity. As I
walked from one end of that campus and back again, I was in class once again. Forget about
the lecture I was there to give; here is the lecture I was apparently there to get:
Pay close attention. Listen carefully:
“You are afraid. You were afraid when you walked this campus 25 years ago, and even with
the progress you have made in the last many years - and I am not discounting that progress
- you are still living essentially from a place of fear. Let's look at what happens when fear is
in charge.
“With fear in charge, you can never fully relax, let your guard down, be your true self. You
can't open up because you are afraid of how people will respond if they were to meet the
real you. When fear is in charge, you simply cannot take that chance. Fear will not allow
honesty, fear despises spontaneity, and fear refuses to believe in you. Fear may mean well,
but ruins everything by over-protecting you, insisting that you stay hidden, promising that
your time is coming ... sometime later. Fear is bold, but insists that you be timid. Take a
chance and there will be hell to pay: fear will call on its dear friend, guilt, to meet you on the
other side of your risk taking. Fear will trip you, tackle you, smother you, do whatever it takes
to cause you to hesitate, to stop you. In this way, fear is fearless. Fear will remain in charge
for as long as you let it. It will never volunteer to step down, to relinquish its authority.
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Who we are,
individually &
collectively, is
ultimately
determined by
one thing: how
we relate to fear.

Don’t wait for
fear to subside
before you act
with courage.

“Your assignment is to live a life that is not ruled by fear. To do this, you must be able to
identify at any given time exactly what fear is telling you - aka: threatening you with -- and to
disobey its instructions. Every morning when you awake, make a conscious decision to
remain in charge of your own life. Fear cannot occupy the space in which you stand. Let
your personal motto be "NO FEAR". Say those powerful words as you put your feet on the
floor, as you look into the mirror, as you walk out of the door. Ask you self each morning,
and all through the day, what will "NO FEAR" mean for me today? Ask yourself the question,
and be sure to listen for the answer.”
The next morning, I put on my brand new "NO FEAR" motto even before I put on my
eyeglasses, before I brushed my teeth, before I went to the bathroom. I delivered my speech
to a mixed crowd of students and faculty. I saw some old friends from my college days, who
remarked at how much I had changed since then -- these comments referring to my lecture
on self-compassion and personal responsibility, not to my waist line and hair color. What
they didn't know was how much I was only just now beginning to change, thanks to the
lecture I received the night before, thanks to my new personal motto: NO FEAR.
Later that day I was joking with one of my psychology professors about a recurring dream I
have had ever since leaving college. In the dream I am distressed because I have forgotten
to check my campus post office box. There is something there I need to get, but I cannot
because I am no longer enrolled in school.
It occurs to me only now, as I write this, that my recurring dream has likely found its
resolution. There was in fact something -- an important message -- I had left behind when I
graduated from college. For one evening, 25 years later, I returned, to listen to one final
lecture, and to pick up a message that I believe was intended for me all along: NO FEAR.
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WHAT OTHER AUTHORS SAY ABOUT EMBRACING FEAR:
• An insightful, moving & gracious book. Personally, very helpful. –John Shelby Spong, Retired Episcopal
Bishop, Author of Rescuing the Bible from Fundamentalism.
• A powerful and clear guide that show us how to turn fear into a powerful resource in our lives. –Gavin de
Becker, Author of The Gift of Fear
• Take a wonderful journey through and beyond your fear with Thom Rutledge. –Melody Beattie, Author of CoDependent No More
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